
Arab Arab All YArab Arab All Year Long!ear Long!
by Cathy Camper J 390 CAMPER
This nonfiction book celebrates the beauty and diversity of Arab life
and childhood enthusiasm throughout the entire year as busy kids
take part in traditions old and new.

Not YNot Yet : the Story of an Unstoppable Ice Skateret : the Story of an Unstoppable Ice Skater
by Zahra Lari J 796.912 LARI
This story follows five-time Emirati National Champion Zahri Lari, the
first figure skater to compete internationally in a hijab, whose mantra
“not yet” gave her the self-confidence she needed to skate.

WWe Are Palestinian : a Celebration of Culture ande Are Palestinian : a Celebration of Culture and
TTraditionradition
by Reem Kassis J 956.94 KASSIS
A stunning non-fiction children's book celebrating everything
Palestinian! From culture and food, to music and literature, We Are
Palestinian is a celebration of Palestinian heritage.

TTagging Fagging Freedomreedom
by Rhonda Roumani J ROUMANI
Set in the early days of the Syrian Civil War, cousins Kareem and Samira
living in Massachusetts navigate the growing conflict in Syria, new
friendships, and the use of art to express themselves.

A RovA Rover's Storyer's Story
by Jasmine Warga J SF WARGA
Built to explore Mars, Resilience begins to develop human-like feelings as
he learns from the NASA scientists who assembled him, and as he blasts off
and explores Mars, Resilience must overcome different obstacles as he
explores the red planet.
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SharingSharing = تقاسم
by Patricia Billings J AR TOD BIL
Delightful and meaningful, this bilingual book helps young children
enrich their vocabulary as they learn to describe the ways that we
share in two languages. Yusaeid hadha alkitab thunayiya allughati,
almubhaj walhadifi, al'atfal alsighar ealaa 'iithra' mufradatihim
'athna' taealumihim wasf alturuq alati natasharak biha fi lughtayni.

Big red lollipopBig red lollipop
by Rukhsana Khan E KHAN
Forced to bring her little sister along to a birthday party, Rubina is
mortified when her younger sibling demands to win every game and
steals Rubina's red lollipop party favor.

MMuhammad Najem, Wuhammad Najem, War Reporter : how One Boy put thear Reporter : how One Boy put the
Spotlight on SyriaSpotlight on Syria
by Muhammad Najem JG 956.91 NAJEM
Reporting on the war in Syria using social media, 15-year-old
Muhammad, whose father was killed in a bombing while praying, reveals
the truth about what families like his were enduring, documenting the
humanity of the Syrian people, and making the world take notice.

Sadiq and the Perfect PlaySadiq and the Perfect Play
by Siman Nuurali J FC NUURALI
When Sadiq and his friends form a theater club Sadiq, as director, thinks
he must do everything until the director of his big sister Aliya's show tells
him about delegating. Includes glossary, discussion questions, and
writing prompts

The Red PencilThe Red Pencil
by Andrea Davis Pinkney J PINKNEY
Lyrical verses tell the story of young Amira, whose dreams of attending
school are shattered by a Janjaweed attack on her Sudanese village and
a forced flight to safety.

Where Butterflies Fill the Sky : a Story of Immigration,Where Butterflies Fill the Sky : a Story of Immigration,
FFamily, and Finding Homeamily, and Finding Home
by Zahra Marwan J 305.89 MARWAN
When she and her family must move to a new desert, Zahra is
surprised to find some familiar elements amid all the newness, and
in time, a new kind of magic that makes it feel like home.

ElevEleven Wen Words for Lovords for Love : a Journey Through Arabice : a Journey Through Arabic
EExpressions of Lovxpressions of Lovee
by Randa Abdel-Fattah E ABDEL-FATTAH
Fleeing their homeland, a Palestinian family carries a single suitcase
in which the contents evoke 11 Arabic names for love, in this moving
scrapbook that explores universal bonds of family, loyalty, &
friendship.

Diez MDiez Maneras de Eaneras de Escuchar la Nievscuchar la Nievee
por Cathy Camper J SP E CAMPER / E CAMPER

Mientras camina hacia la casa de su abuela para ayudar a hacer warak
enab, Lina descubre muchas formas de escuchar la nieve, desde el
chirrido de una pala en la acera hasta los silenciosos golpes de los
muñecos de nieve. Also availible in English.

Deep in the SaharaDeep in the Sahara
by Kelly Cunnane E CUNNANE
An Arab girl of the Sahara who wants to wear a malafa, the veiled
dress worn by her mother and older sister, learns that the
garment represents beauty, mystery, tradition, belonging, and
faith.

EEgyptian Lullabygyptian Lullaby
by Zeena M. Pliska E PLISKA
In this love letter to Cairo, a young child is sung a lullaby by her
great-aunt who paints a vivid portrait of the ancient city as the child
drifts off to sleep.
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